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A Critical Review of the Goal of Natural ising Epistemology 

Temidayo David Oladipo 

Abstract 
The focus in this article is on the examination of the goal of naturahs d epistemology 
which seeks to replace the philosophical inquiry into epistemology" ith the methodology 
of science. It is argued in the paper that the proposal for naturalised epi temology 
undermines the importance of the methodology of conducting philosophi al inquiry, and 
hence the philosophical treatment of issues in epistemology, as well as the Importance of 
philosophical inquiry into science. It is concluded that although other means of analysing 
knowledge may emerge, yet. epistemology will have to continue to evaluate human 
knowledge philosophically because the philosophical quest for knowledge is a reminder 
that we can be better than we are, that there are lofty heights of ideals yet to be attained, 
and search for which we must not relent. Our position is that this philosophical quest is 
what is responsible for keeping the insatiable human spirit searching, and researching for 
the perfection, which according to Plato, resides in the world of forms. At the heart of 
this search is the conviction that certainty, absolute truth. is radically different from 
scientific discovery about it. 
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Introduction 
Epistemology, for so long, laid claim to being first philosophy and saddles itself with the responsibility 

of dealing with the foundation of scientific knowledge. However, the challenge to this claim, championed 
by proponents of naturalised epistemology, is that epistemologists should desist from handling epistemology 
as a normative, a priori, philosophical enterprise that seeks to evaluate the aims, procedures, and 
results of scientific inquiry. They would rather have epistemology treated as an arm of science that 
seeks to describe and explain how knowledge is acquired. In this essay, we seek to examine the goal of 
naturalised epistemology directed at replacing the philosophical method of conducting epistemological 
inquiries with the scientific method. 

Our contention is that the proposal for naturalised epistemology undermines the importance of the 
methodology of conducting philosophical inquiries, and hence the philosophical treatment of that branch 
of philosophy that deals with the theory of the origin, nature and limits of knowledge, as well as the 

'\. 
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importance of philosophical inquiry into science and its foundations. We will further argue that the 
modification of the claim that rather than totally repl;wing epistemology with science. that "hat we 
should have is a collaboration between epistemology and science. which implies that the method of 
studying epistemology need only consider progress made in science. says nothing nex that had not 
hitherto been accommodated. The essay, thus. considers "hy traditional epistemology. even if other _ 
means of analysing knowledge should emerge. "ill have to continue to evaluate human knowledge~ 
philosophically. 

The Naturalist's Proposal about Epistemology 
The various types of naturalised epistemology do not conceive the relationship that should exist 

between science and epistemology the same way. In fact. it makes more sense to speak of naturalised 
epistemologies than naturalised epistemology. This is because 

naturalism in philosophy is by no means as simple a doctrine as it appears at first sight. Because of 
inherent ambiguities and because of the curious tums in its recent evolution, it is not really one coherent 
philosophical theory. When two naturalists say the same, they do not (necessarily) mean the same. It 
should not be surprising, therefore, if one naturalist feels puzzled or even indignant when reading pages 
written by another (Giedymin 1972:45). 

While to some proponents, science should entirely take over how epistemology is done, to others, 
epistemology need only take into consideration the methodology and findings of science in getting 
repositioned. There is also disagreement as to which scientific discipline the study of epistemology 
should be modelled after. For Quine, for instance, it is psychology (Quine 1998 :260), while Code holds 
that it should be ecology (Code 1996: 11-17). However, the scientific discipline that naturalists put forward 
as the model for epistemology matters less because there is a unity of the sciences. Regarding this, 
although these scientific disciplines differ in the specific objects they study, yet they share something in 
common and it is that: 

scientists are brought together by their belief that their work will result in the discovery of * 
verifiable facts. Physics and chemistry, biology and mathematics may differ in method 
and in the objects of their investigations, but physicists and chemists, biologists and 
mathematicians close ranks "hen asked to agree that their work share at least one feature: 
the discovery of the manifold properties of one and only one nature (Rota and Crant 
2000:475). 

What we have in all the sciences is the making and recording of observations about nature, or of -J{ 
simulations of nature, in order to learn more about how nature works. 

In the light of this unity of the sciences, what is being advocated for by those who ask that we 
model epistemology after a particular scientific discipline is that there is need for the discovery of 
natural properties of, and veritable facts about, knowledge rather than reflectively aiming at the discoveries 
of ideals of knowledge. In the final analysis, the various naturalised epistemologies are lauded for the 
promise of shifting epistemology "away from idealised abstraction to established connections with 
epistemic practice that could enable theories of knowledge to engage constructively and critically with 
everyday cognitive activities" (Code 1996: 1). 
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In the opinion of W VO. Quine. the progenitor of the idea. the attempt directed at finding the 
meaning and truths of science philosophically has failed. He seeks. therefore. to move the theory of 
know ledge into the field of psychology. \\ here know ledge may be adjudged based on sensory input 
output relationship ofa person. Quine (1l)98:260). thus. proposes that "epistemology, or something like 
it. simply falls into place as a chapter of psychology and hence of natural science. It studies a natural 
phenomenon. viz .. a physical human subject." Reducing epistemology to a branch of psychology and 
hence science. for Quine (1l)98 256). is due to his belief that there are only two unassailable cardinal 
tenets of empiricism so far. "One is that whatever evidence there is for science is sensory evidence. 
The other. . is that all inculcations of meaning of words must rest ultimately on sensory evidence .... " 
Quine made this claim. most probably. because he believes that "people can SUITi, e only to the extent 
that the: can process the information mailable from their em ironmcnts. understanding their information 
processing capacities should yield an epistemology more adequate to human purpo es than one that 
directs its recommendations towards an ideal of epistcmic perfection that no human knower could 
achieve" (Code 1996:3) Epistemology is, thus. reduced to the business of saying what psychological 
states a cogniser ought to be in in \ arious circumstances. or the states it would be rational or intelligent 
for him to be in (Goldman 1978:525). Advocates of naturalised epistemology are. therefore, neither 
committed to analysing what ideal knowers ought to do nor constrained to devoting their best efforts to 
silencing the sceptic. [instead I naturalists assume that knowledge is possible and seek to understand its 
real-world (natural) conditions. They abandon any quest for a priori, necessary and sufficient conditions 
for knowledge in general. to examine how epistemic agents actually produce knowledge, variously, 
within the scope and limits of human cognitiv e powers as these powers are revealed in the same 
projects of inquiry (Code 1996 I) 

Although there are substantial differences between the various types of naturalised epistemology, 
yet the ba~e clainu~_~\"e should a~ndQn the traditi.onal..-~owledoe a~ it had hitherto 
been done in traditional epistemology, which is speculative' ature. This is to be replaced with the 
~.mplr1ca ~cquisition. Epis~gists are required "to understand how human 
beings generate their beliefs. how perception works. and how the brain processes sensory input. In 
other \\ ords, epistemology should b€lJaSed, not on ideal abstract conditions. or on how we think we 
know based merely on introspection, mn the real processes of human perceiving and knowing" 
(Alcoef 1998:251). 

This attempt at "scientisising epistemology is not new in the history of scholarship. and it can be 
attributed to the arrogance that the scientific methcd.is.zee, method As far.as the scientific method is 
concerned, the pursuit of knowledge, has over time, been linked to it with so many disciplines appropriating 
the methodology of science because of the belief that this method is the sure and most reliable way to 
knowledge acquisition as well as the surest way of discovering nature's secrets and how nature works 
through the discovery of laws and facts that reveal what nature is. It is this aim of this project that has 

i 
been arrogantly extended to a cardinal branch of philosophy, epistemology. The belief informing this 
claim is that the attempt at understanding phenomena intuitively and speculatively has so far failed and 
therefore that "the method of natural science is the only legitimate or appropriate method to be used in 
attempting to acquire knowledge of whatever kind," (Giedymin 197~5) or even in solving any human 
problem. This claim in itself may be traced to the reaTIsation of what the scientific method had enabled 
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huma.nity to ~tory According to Wir_ du (1995 136), as for the specific case of the I 
superiority of scientific methods. the claim is based on-such considerations as their greater efficacy in 
giving us control over various factors in our environment. And here it should be understood that the 
comparison is between methods of a certain kind of knowing not methods ofliving in general or even of 
know ing in' general That methods of inquiry based on exact measurement, controlled experiment and I 

mathematical sophisticated theorising are superior to those based on rope-measurement and uncodified 
memories of previous observations seems hardly debatable." ' 

The Nature of the Problems, the Methodology, and the Results of Philosophical Inquiry 
There is so many misunderstanding about philosophy as a discipline. According to Gyekve (1997:3). 

the nature. purpose. methods. and relevance of philosophy arc widely misunderstood. In consequence. 
philosophy has come to be burlesqued and travestied by most people outside this intellectual discipline. 
The misunderstanding or misconception has in some people matured into prejudice and resilient scepticism 
about the relevance of philosophy to public affairs in particular and human purpose in general. 

As a result of the misconceptions about philosophy we now have a situation in which philosophers 
are charged with preoccupying themselves with abstract theoretical concerns. with elitism, apriorism. 
and lack of interest in the practical affairs of life. The result of these misconceptions on the part of 
non philosophers is that philosophy is seen as the quintessence of ivory towerism and irrelevance (Gyekye 
1997:3).lt is not only nonphilosophers that have questioned the relevance of the philosophy enterprise. 
Professional philosophers have sometimes been involved in metaphilosophy requesting that we do away 
with parts of the discipline, for instance,' metaphysics, or even contesting the relevance of certain 
methodologies. It is, thus, important to clear misconceptions and shed more light on what philosophy is. 
This is undertaken, here, in order to unearth the nature of philosophy as a discipline and how this nature 
influences how epistemology is studied. 

Three factors have been identified as being responsible for conferring on disciplines their distinguishing 
features. These are: the nature and genesis of the problems they tackle or study; the accepted method 
of studying these problems and; the results that are hoped for and the method of evaluating the relative 
merits of propounded solutions (Bodunrin 1981: 13). 
+rin the case of philosophy. the problems tackled in philosophy are fundamental in nature. The 

questioning of the fundamental assumptions of life has since inception till date constituted the main 
essence of philosophy. It is a discipline that "refers to attempts on the part of serious thinkers to get at 
the basis of things. Not the superficial, trivial detail, but the underlying fundamentals" (Stewart and 
Blocker 1987:3). Gyekye (1997:5) rightly conceives philosophy essentially as critical and systematic 
inquiry into the fundamental ideas or principles underlying human thought, conduct, and experience, 
ideas, beliefs-and assumptions, In this regard, Presbey, Struhl, and Olsen (2000:xiv) have rightly held 
that, "philosophers go to the 'root' of ideas by clarifying, questioning and evaluating our most basic 
assumptions. Often this challenge to accept norms and ideas can lead to views that are at odds With? 
one's culture .... Philosophy is, in short, a radical critical inquiry into the fundamental assumptions of I 
any field of inquiry, inclu~ing itself" In "'h~t ways are philosophical problems fundamental in nature? ~ . 

. Answers Oladipo (2008:.)3-34), philosophical problems are fundamental 111 nature, first. because the 
~ns\Yers to them, implicit or explicit, are at the basis of the beliefs in terms of which people organise 
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their lives and social relations. In other words. they il~uence our judgements and actions in various 
\\ ays. But these questions are fundamental in another sense, namely. the ramifications of the answ ers 
they elicit go beyond the pun icw of the concerns that immediately led to them to touch areas of life 
ftom which they appear to be quite remote. 

Philosophers also address thcmsclx es to certain questions which are general in nature. By being 
general in nature is meant that these questions --arc beyond the scope of specific areas of knowledge. 
or example. physics. chcrnistrv. biologv. psvchology. history, political science. and so on" (Oladipo 

J l '2008 20) It entails also that. cv ell though these problems had their origin in human experience, they 
" I,,' , cannot be tackled by resort to empirical methods. As Moore and Bruder (2002:3) have rightly held "one 

important feature of philosophical questions is that thcv cannot be answered. in any straightforward 
wav, by the discovery of some fact or collection of L1CtS .. facts are often relevant to a philosophical 
question, but they cannot themselves pro. Ide an ansv, cr. -- Oladipo also reiterates that these problems 
are not problems that can be tackled through the accumulation offacts. Instead. "they involve a careful 
consideration of how best to describe till' facts that arc available. with a view to generating insights 
about them, \\ hich although tentative. are, nonetheless. clear and self-consistent" (Oladipo 2008:32- 
33). 

Although scholars and professionals in the existing intellectual disciplines tackle quite a number of 
the questions that philosophers address themselves to. yet the pondering of a philosopher on these 
issues makes the philosopher consider these issues outside the purview of the limited scope of the 
professionals in those fields. The aim of philosophers, in addressing themselves to questions that are 
general in nature, as distinct from the specific ways the professionals in those fields address them, is 
directed at providing "a broad or general guide for perceiving, feeling and transforming reality" (Oladipo 
2008:13). 

?1: Philosophers also address themselves to questions that deal with norms. "Normative questions ask 
, about the value of something. The sciences are interested in finding out how things are, but they cannot 

tell us how things ought to be. When we decide that something is good or bad. right or wrong, beautiful 
or ugly, we are applying norms or standards" (Moore and Bruder 2002:3). Epistemology shares in this 
nature of philosoph) as do every other branch of the discipline. This is because epistemic terms are 
essentially nonnative and as such epistemolo_gy is itself_a normative inqyiry with the ultimate goal of 
ensuring systematic study of the conditions of justified belief (Kim 1998 :266-267). 

Finally, the problems that philosophy tackles are abstract in nature. This arises, in itself, because 
philosophical questions are general. Operating at this abstract level, offers the philosopher "a vantage 
point from which to beam her analytical searchlight on the inarticulate and woolly beliefs and thoughts 
of people" (Gyekye 1 997 :6) The abstract nature of the problems philosophy tackles has erroneously 
made many to conclude that philosophy bears little or no relevance to the concrete and specific problems 
of humanity. Much has been said about the nature of the problems addressed in philosophy generaLLy. 
Let's briefly address ourselves to the nature of the problems addressed in epistemology before considering 
the other two factors that are responsible for conferring on philosophy its distinguishing features seeing 
that each branch of philosophy deals with its own specific issues and problems. 

\ 
.~ Williams (200 I: 1-3) identifies five problems tackled in epistemology as a cardinal branch of philosophy. 

The first is the analytic problem. This relates to clarifying what knowledge is and how knowledge is to 
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'be distinguished from mere belief and opinion. The second is the problem of demarcation. This, in itself 
is further divided into two, the external problem in which attempt is directed at determining, in a principled 
way, what sort of things we might reasonably know about, i.e. determining the scope and limits of 
human knowledge. The other division which addresses internal problems considers whether there are 
important boundaries within the province of knowledge itself. This is where the distinction between a 
posteriori and a priori knowledge is discoursed. 

The third relates to the problem of method. This deals with how knowledge is to obtained or 
sought. This IS su ivided into three problems: e prob em of unity, which seeks to know ' 
whether there is just one way of acquiring know eiIg-e, or whether thereare se ral de ending on the .~ 
nature of the knowledge in question; the amel~ative problem, which considers the possibility of knowing \ 
if our means of acquiring knowledge can be improved on. The third subdivision deals with the problem \ 

. of reason or rationality. Here, the concern is aimed at knowing whether there are methods of inquiry 
that are distinctively rational, and if so, what they are. The fourth is the problem of scepticism that \ 
addresses itself to whether it is possible to obtain knowledge at all. Finally, there is the problem of value 
which considers whether knowledge is worth having, why and what for? Williams' conclusion is that 
how a given philosopher judges the relative importance of these problems will shape the philosopher's 
sense of what an epistemological theory needs to accomplish and how it might be argued for. 

Regarding the genesis of problems tackled in philosophy: they begin in wonder. As Aristotle says in 
his Metaphysics, "it is through wonder that men now begin and originally began to philosophise." Plato 
reiterates in his Theaetetus also that "wonder is the special affection of a philosopher; for philosophy 
has no other starting point than this." Human beings became perplexed upon noticing the baffling and 
contradictory features- change and permanence, life and death, universals and particulars- of the world. 
And as a result, men began to wonder what explanations there are to them and thus through wonder, 
philosophy kicked off. Still, philosophical issues have continued to be generated as a result of wonder, 
as a result of philosophers wondering whether better explanations do not exist other than the ones 
provided; as a result of philosophers wondering about the perplexities that arise out of conflicting and 
contradictory positions that philosophers, scholars, and humans generally put forward. In short, philosophy 
begins when one is puzzled by something and when as a result of wonder one begins to raise questions 
in the hope of finding answers. 

Another genesis of philosophical problem is doubt. "In the specific case of philosophical inquiry, the 
central motivation derives from the observation that things are not usually what they appear to be and 
the realisation that many of the assurances of common sense can be mistaken" (Oladipo 2008:31-32). 
Because of the difference between the noumena and the phenomena, the way things are in themselves 
and the way they appear to us, philosophical reflection springs up in the bid to supply rational explanations 
to dispel doubt. 

Although, the method of handling philosophical issues differ from tradition to tradition, from one 
philosopher to the other (and may even vary, depending on the issue handled by a philosopher at a 
particular time or epoch); and although "we cannot pinpoint a method as the philosophical method, the 
way we talk of scientific method, for instance" (Oladipo 2008: 11) the method of approaching philosophical I 
problems include among others: conceptual reasoning or conceptual analysis, reflection, and speculation. 
In rela . . s methodology_ -. ~be..wnceh~ as the discipIiliithatsut)ject~to rigorous 
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)7'" atter whatever it y be. i rllatqer leld of know e ge by being critical, analytical, logical, 
~ I r umentative, reflec iye, rational and n~e. As a cognitive ente.rpnse phil?sophy ai~s at the {A .. I' . duction of knowledge of some sort. Philosophy, thus, presents us with "a new interpretation and a 
I ew awareness of the basic assumptions that underlie our everyday life" (Bodunrin 1981 :23). It requires 

of us to questio 11 things, challenge all assum ions and beliefs until we find beli crosanct. --- - . Unlike the situation in science where consensus on an issue is fundamental in resolving a nutty 
issue, in philosophy, the consensus of the community of philosophers may not be necessary. What is 
required of a philosopher is the presentation of arguments of high quality and clarity of expression. The 
acceptance of the point of view of the philosopher will depend, to a large extent, on the profundity and 
the logical force of the arguments put forward regarding an idea. Whethe.!.Q.~ph.ers, 
accept the at:gmnents depswis on their intellectual outlook and ideological leanings. However, it is not 
the case that "in philosophy anything goes, that one can sayanyfuing and jnake any speculation that one 
likes. On the contrary, precisely because we lack established empirical or mathematical methods for 
investigating philosophical problems, we have to be all the more rigorous and precise in our philosophical 
analyses" (Oladipo 2008: 11). 

These features reflect through every branch of philosophy in the interrogation of their subject 
matter either :.3 first order disciplines or as second order ones that interrogate the aims, procedures and 
outcomes of other disciplines. 

The Nature of Philosophy and its Concerns with the Discipline of Science 
We turn the focus of the discussion now to how the nature of philosophy as a discipline determines 

how it engages the discipline of science. 
According to Staniland (2000:4), a person is engaged in philosophising if the person is engaged in a 

. train of thought whose ultimate purpose is the criticism of certain vitally important ideas. This opinion of 
, Staniland, which defines philosophy as the criticism of the ideas we live by, rightly places the activity of 
criticism as an essential activity in the act of philosophising. Philosophy is a critical discipline. "An 
exercise is critical if and only if it avoids any kind of dogma however trivial" (Owolabi 2000: xi). In 
philosophy, we achieve our aim "by probing criticism-letting loose our entire intellectual activity in the 
consideration of a problem and pursuing our enquiry with a preparedness to abandon our most cherished 
beliefs if reason demands that we so do" (Bodunrin 1981 :23). Philosophy as a discipline criticises 
received opinions- it is critical of views internal to its field of study and at the same time critical of views 
expressed in other fields of study. This critical nature of philosophy is directed at making clear all ideas 
in order to avoid the esoteric and the mystical and in order to provide the justification, where necessary, 
or refutation, as the case may demand in certain cases, for all beliefs and knowledge claims. In this 
regard, Owolabi (2000:x) posits that philosophy, avoids ideas that are mysterious, dogmatic and 
complicated. And that although I>~ophy mingles with rel~n and scLence, it does this not for the 
purpose of adopting their subjects and methodolo J but in order t u 1 J rational ar uments for the 
justification or rejectIOn a those aspects that deserve either acce tance or re·ec ion. Philosophy is, 
there ore. inter ted. as a second order enterprise, in interrogating how knowledge IS acquired and 
justified in these other areas, as well ~iTiclsing and JUStIfy-lOg the grounds of the knowledge claims -- 
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made in other disciplines, including science. In relation to the discipline of science, philosophy is interested 
in the evaluation of scientific claims and or knowledge. Philoso hy saddles itself with this responsibility 
because the hiloso hic s irit "leaves no valuations and as irations unexamm~~n___l!Q._ _~ owledge 
isolated; it seeks the grounds or t e validity of\Vhate~alid" (Rickman 1979: 129). 

Another defining feature of philoSOPhy, apart from criticism, is scepticism. In line with its sceptical 
~ nature, philosophy challenges science's knowledge claims and demands that we be not easily satisfied 
with simple or superficial scientific evidence. It demands that there is need to cast doubt on scientific 
claims and that unless certain criteria are met that we should deny such claims. The reason why 
philosophy makes this demand is because science relies heavily for its claims on sense experience 
which is unfortunately prone to error. We do know from experience, for instance, that our senses (even 
when aided with instruments) are, in some cases, deceitful or unreliable. And inasmuch as this is true, 
we are cautioned in relying on them for deriving absolute certain knowledge of phenomena as they are, 
and beyond that, in predicting the future. In the light of the above description of philosophy, we will 
proceed in evaluating the mission of those who have argued for the severing of epistemology as a 
cardinal branch of philosophy, just as other branches of knowledge, with developed methodologies, 
have over time been severed from philosophy. 

Should Science be the Method? 
One of the reasons for the naturalist's proposal for replacing traditional ways of addressing 

epistemological issues with the methodologies of science is that traditional epistemology has failed to 
achieve certainty. However, to us, certaint is defmitely elusive to man. To err is human, and the fact 
remains that in all human endeavours errors oc ore so III sCience. _ iredu has r-ightI concluded 
t at: "kn . her it be a nori or em irical or about necessa or contin ent propOSItions, can 
li~ly a certainty compatible with human fallibiliW. In every case it is bound to the con ItIO s of 
human exi nce, biolo ical and cultural_:_' iredu 1995: 146). ThiS is the reason why eXPlanationS'l 
theOries and laws change in science. Since change is the one constant thing in nature (change, not 
ne~essarily in the sense that na~ure itself changes but that o~r unde.rst~~g of nature changes), ~cie~tific 
claims, knowledge, and theones can only at best be transitory since what we say about reality IS th~ 
product of certain orientation of being, certain interest, certain motivation, our individual will an 
arbitrariness" (Unah 2004:63). 

Scientific claims, knowledge, and theories are susceptible to change. This is why scientists in their 
efforts to provide a better understanding of nature constantly attempt to make new discoveries and 
develop new concepts, laws and theories, that better enhance our understanding of natural phenomena. 
In doing this, scientists attempt to dislodge or modify old explanatory models by causing paradigm shift. 
Of a truth then, "the precision and the reliability of mathematics and the experimental sciences seem to 
make these the definitive types of knowledge," says Rosen, "even though it would be difficult to say 
that such knowledge is unchangeab le" (Rosen 2000 :xiv). Derry (1999:4), therefore, rightly posits, "this 
body of scientific results changes from year to year, and may sometimes be unrecognisable from one 
generation to another." Oladipo makes the same point when he posits that: 

our knowledge of the world, in spite of the giant strides that has been taken by science in 
the growth of knowledge, is still limited, just as the resources- spiritual, intellectual and 
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moral- available to us for coping with the challenges oflife are characteristically inadequate. 
Given this situation, the ideas and ideals- core aspects of world-views- we live by are II . 
best regarded as tentative guides, which-can be re-examined from time to time in the light 
of new knowledge or information and our understanding of our socia-cultural condition 
and its existential demands at any given time (Oladipo 2008:16) . .:x 

Given the fact that the specialised knowledge possessed by scientists is highly fallible leading to a 
situation in which today's scientific knowledge may tum out to have been today's scientific error, 
philosophy needs to scrutinise the claims in the sciences in order to eliminate erroneous beliefs. Science 
as a body of imperfection can hence not be taken as the paradigm for attaining the normative aim of the 
philosopher in arriving at what knowledge is indeed. Gyekye (1997 :24) rightly holds then, "that philosophy 
speculates about the whole range of the human experience: it provides conceptual interpretation and 
analysis of that experience, necessarily doing so not only by responding to the basic issues and problems 
generated by that experience but also by suggesting new or alternative ways of thought and action." 
Indeed then, the philosophical quest for absolute certainty, for perfection, is not out of place. It is a 
reminder that we can be better than we are, that there are lofty heights of ideals yet to be attained and 
the search for which we must not relent. That philosophical quest, hence, keeps the insatiable human 
spirit searcbir ";, researching and further researching for the perfection, which according to Plato, resides 
in the world of forms. At the heart of this search is the conviction that certainty, absolute truth, is 
radically different from human's opinion or judgement of it. 

Furthermore, given the fact that there is a distinction between appearance and reality, there is 
cause for the philosopher to question the scientist as to whether the later had really dealt with reality of 
a phenomenon in itself or its appearance. This concern is justified in the light of the view expressed by 
Agnostic Materialism that holds that even though ultimate reality is material in nature, yet that even 
with all the advances in knowledge about matter, made possible by science now, we are still ignorant of 
its essential nature. The state of our ignorance cannot be eliminated totally, even in the future, given the 
fact that even the increase in our knowledge about the ultimate and fundamental reality in the future . 
will not imply that we have laid hold of reality's essential nature for there is more to matter than what 
human understanding can capture given the limitation of our conceptual scheme, the limitation of man's 
devised measuring instruments of matter and the fact that we can only know the revealed aspect of 
matter. Although lengthy, permit us to quote how Raymond N. Osei captures this point. According to 
him, 

... though we have accumulated across the centuries a great deal of information about the underlying 
stuff and workings of this world- thanks to the advances in science- yet we are far from clear as 
regards the intrinsic nature of this reality. As contemporary philosophers remind us again and again, the 
question is not that it is a matter of time, and not the inadequacy of our conceptual systems (common 
sense and scientific), that accounts for our ignorance of this reality. It is true that in time we will come 
to acquire more knowledge ofthe workings of this ubiquitous stuff by deploying our existing conceptual 
systems (enriched by time and experience). Yet, in spite of these advances in the past and possible 
advances in the future, we despair that the basic structure of our present conceptual systems could in 
the final analysis reveal to us this reality. This scepticism is sustained by the fact that we have epistemic 
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access to two distinct kinds of phenomena: the mental and the physical, or the experiential and the non 
experiential; we also have strong intuition that there is an Intimate relationship between the two phenomena; 
but our current conceptual systems seem wholly inadequate in offering a coherent account of this 
relationship. This is the perplexity that afflicts our human condition (Osei 2006:9-10). 

Holding a simila iew, Unah (2004) has argued that reality is, on the one hand. mul ., 

dimension. while being perpetually in process entails that reality is not localisable, meaning that reality ~s 
~Iways unfolding itself. always more than what it is at any time. The implication of these, according to~ 
Unah (2004:63), is that "there can be no adequate conceptualisations of it. If there can be no total 
conceptualisation of it, there is always something left to see and say. There is always something to 
excite our ontological wonder, something to give rise to further questioning." 

Moreover, since the knowledge expressed in science is a tentative expression of and partial 
understanding of the events and natural phenomena in our world, these expressions inevitably have 
their weaknesses and strength; It is the task of philosophy to expose the weaknesses and, if possible, 
further strengthen the area of strength. 

Furthermore, philosophy is interested in science in order to rein in the excesses of science. Science 
ought to look to philosophy, in one form or another, not simply for justification of its achievements or 
immense power but for insight into its legitimate purpose and its wise limitations (Rosen 2000:xxvi). 
Like a mother that keeps its children in check philosophy stimulates rich discourses about the values 
that ought to guide the discipline of science so that the discipline can indeed realise the highest good for 
humanity. To understand the importance of this interest of philosophy we should just evaluate the threat 
that unbridled development in science has contributed to environmental crisis in our world today, availability 
of weapons of mass destruction which increasingly make chaos, calamity and destruction to stare 
humanity in the face. Olu-Owolabi (2011 :31) concludes on this issue that: 

With the feats of science in the modem age, scientific enterprise is allowed to have a field day and 
the philosophical wisdom that ought to be the guiding and directing force is therefore sent out of the 
arena of performance .... This is the situation of things today. Science is the performing dog; philosophy 
is the guardian-police. There is the need to bring in the philosophical enterprise with its attendant 
wisdom to temper the excesses of sciences. 

In the light of this, we are convinced that rather than having epistemology integrated into the 
discipline of science what we should seek to have is the dialogue of the disciplines. As Kujore (1977: 19) 
had rightly noted, "certainly, in a properly conceived development of national character, scientific 
knowledge and technical expertise should go hand-in-hand with a well-adjusted sense of human values 
and a conscious discipline of character. " He further holds, 

. .. there is nothing to be gained in creating an unnecessary gap between the sciences and the 
humanities and in regarding both as implacable rivals; the sciences can, and should, be studied in a 
humanistic spirit, and the humanities can, and should, be cultivated in a scientific spirit. I believe also we 
can now realise that we do not stand to lose, but rather have much to profit from, by sharing the 
conunon and great experiences of the past of humanity (Kujore 1977:21). . . 

What is this common and great experience of the past of humanity, especially as it relates to the 
production of knowledge? It is that the production of knowledge at its inception did not suffer the kind 



of deficient demarcation now known in the generation of knowledge. The situation was such that the 
sciences (in the general understanding of the word) kicked offas philosophy. It is in the light of this that, 
the proposal of those who advocate a type of naturalised epistemology that rejects the basic tenet of the 
Quinean type of epistemology that seeks to totally replace the philosophical inquiry into epistemology 
with scientific inquiry and would rather have us have an epistemology that takes cognisance of 
development in science says nothing new other than requiring us to return to the ancient track abandoned 
in contemporary scholarship. 

According to Quine (196X: 185), "knowledge, mind and meaning are part of the same world that 
they have to do. and that they are to be studied in the same empirical spirit that animates natural 
science. There is no place for a priorli] philosophy." The aim of the proponents of naturalised epistemology 
that seeks to have epistemology as a branch of science, ignores the fact thatsclence is a ranch of 
knowledge ana fhat ius as It Ila c al111 tOltS 111etJiQd.:]2(generating knOwledge other branches of 
knowledge should equally be pennitted to thri, e on methodolo ies ad'ud ed suita-=m . g progress 
in those disci lines. ta 111g into cogmsance the objects they stud '. We doubt, for instance whether 
p ilosophical problems an Issues can be soh e by the empirical method for there is no amount of 
observation that can dctcri1lll1e thekno\\ ledge about whether ot th verse hasi purpose and 
~vbether d-i-n w at sense, uman beings have free will (Gyekye 1997:7). We cannot agree less with 
Gieldymin (I 972:53} that "knm;Yedgc. 111 the foriTlofScientific and mathematical theories belongs to the 
world of ideas and is to be studied not \\ ith the methods of psychology but by analysing, developing and 
criticising the content of theories 111 relation to problems which are likewise susceptible to similar 
scrutiny .... " This is best done in philosophy in the light of the qualities it possesses. John R. Searle has 
argued rightly, to some extern. that there is no sharp line of division between philosophy and science for 
both, in principle. arc universal in subject matter and both aim at the truth. However, according to him, 

though there is no sharp-dividing line~re important diffet.ences in method, style. and 
presuppositions. Philosophical problems tend t.Q_have three relate9.._features that scientific problems do 
not have. First, philosophy is in large part concerned with questions that we have not yet found satisfactory 
and systematic way to answer. Second, philosophical questions tend to be what I will call 'framework' 
questions; that is, they tend to deal with frameworks of phenomena, rather than with specific individual 
questions. And third. philosophical questions are typically about our concepts and the relationship between 
our concepts and the world they represent (Seale 1999:2070). k 

In the final analysis, some thi t amenable to treatment scientifically. In fact, Quine's 
claims were philosophically argued for and not scientifically proven. ays ertesz (2002:274), "the 
arguments which Quine puts forward in order to prove this conclusion is of exactly the same 
philosophical nature which characterised both scepticism and traditional epistemology." 
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Conclusion 
Naturalised epistemologists are advocating that epistemology should be severed from apriori 

philosophy and placed under natural science. However, we have contended that the scientific method ..:--- 
has some inadequacies which renders it insufficient in addressin some epistemic issues. There are 
certa~~t t-kn i e ere a' me ro ems'· , ed (k''''1 p~i~o£.!ii~al~·. This position of ours does not entail that there can be no meaningful scientific inquiry 
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into cer.tain epistemic claims, issues or problems. Rather. the point being made is that there are certain) 
normative, general, fundamental and abstracts Issue's regarding knowledge which are amenable to 
treatment only through philosophical means. 
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